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Abstract

Research on social media has to date assumed
that all posts from an account are authored by
the same person. In this study, we challenge
this assumption and study the linguistic dif-
ferences between posts signed by the account
owner or attributed to their staff. We introduce
a novel data set of tweets posted by U.S. politi-
cians who self-reported their tweets using a
signature. We analyze the linguistic topics and
style features that distinguish the two types
of tweets. Predictive results show that we are
able to distinguish between owner and staff at-
tributed tweets with good accuracy, even when
not using any training data from that account.

1 Introduction

Social media has become one of the main venues
for breaking news that come directly from primary
sources. Platforms such as Twitter have started to
play a key role in elections (Politico, 2017) and
have become widely used by public figures to dis-
seminate their activities and opinions. However,
posts are rarely authored by the public figure who
owns the account; rather, they are posted by staff
who update followers on the thoughts, stances and
activities of the owner.

This study introduces a new application of Nat-
ural Language Processing: predicting which posts
from a Twitter account are authored by the owner
of an account. Direct applications include predict-
ing owner authored tweets for unseen users and
can be useful to political or PR advisers to gain
a better understanding on how to craft more per-
sonal or engaging messages.

Past research has experimented with predicting
user types or traits from tweets (Pennacchiotti and
Popescu, 2011; McCorriston et al., 2015). How-
ever, all these studies have relied on the assump-
tion that tweets posted from an account were all
written by the same person. No previous study has

Figure 1: Example of a politician account where signed
tweets are attributed to the account owner.

looked at predicting which tweets from the same
Twitter account were authored by different per-
sons, here staffers or the owner of the Twitter ac-
count. Figure 1 shows an example of a U.S. politi-
cian who signs their tweets by adding ‘-PM’ at the
end of the tweet.

Staff posts are likely to be different in terms of
topics, style, timing or impact to posts attributed to
the owner of the account. The goal of the present
study is thus to:
• analyze linguistic differences between the two

types of tweets in terms of words, topics, style,
type and impact;

• build a model that predicts if a tweet is at-
tributed to the account owner or their staff.

To this end, we introduce a novel data set con-
sisting of over 200,000 tweets from accounts of
147 U.S. politicians that are attributed to the owner
or their staff.1 Evaluation on unseen accounts
leads to an accuracy of up to .741 AUC. Similar
account sharing behaviors exists in several other
domains such as Twitter accounts of entertainers
(artists, TV hosts), public figures or CEOs who
employ staff to author their tweets or with organi-

1The data is available at: https://github.com/
danielpreotiuc/signed-tweets

https://github.com/danielpreotiuc/signed-tweets
https://github.com/danielpreotiuc/signed-tweets
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zational accounts, which alternate between post-
ing messages about important company updates
and tweets about promotions, PR activity or cus-
tomer service. Direct applications of our analysis
include automatically predicting staff tweets for
unseen users and gaining a better understanding on
how to craft more personal messages which can be
useful to political or PR advisers.

2 Related Work

Several studies have looked at predicting the type
of a Twitter account, most frequently between in-
dividual or organizational, using linguistic fea-
tures (De Choudhury et al., 2012; McCorriston
et al., 2015; Mac Kim et al., 2017). A broad lit-
erature has been devoted to predicting personal
traits from language use on Twitter, such as gen-
der (Burger et al., 2011), age (Nguyen et al.,
2011), geolocation (Cheng et al., 2010), polit-
ical preference (Volkova et al., 2014; Preoţiuc-
Pietro et al., 2017), income (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2015), impact (Lampos et al., 2014), socio-
economic status (Aletras and Chamberlain, 2018),
race (Preoţiuc-Pietro and Ungar, 2018) or person-
ality (Schwartz et al., 2013a; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2016).

Related to our task is authorship attribution,
where the goal is to predict the author of a
given text. With few exceptions (Schwartz et al.,
2013b), this was attempted on larger documents
or books (Popescu and Dinu, 2007; Stamatatos,
2009; Juola et al., 2008; Koppel et al., 2009). In
our case, the experiments are set up as the same
binary classification task regardless of the account
(owner vs. staffer) which, unlike authorship at-
tribution, allows for experiments across multiple
user accounts. Additionally, in most authorship at-
tribution studies, differences between authors con-
sist mainly of the topics they write about. Our ex-
perimental setup limits the extent to which topic
presence impacts the prediction, as all tweets are
posted by US politicians and within the topics of
the tweets from an account should be similar to
each other. Pastiche detection is another related
area of research (Dinu et al., 2012), where mod-
els are trained to distinguish between an original
text and a text written by one who aims to imi-
tate the style of the original author, resulting in the
documents having similar topics.

3 Data

We build a data set of Twitter accounts used by
both the owner (the person who the account rep-
resents) and their staff. Several Twitter users at-
tribute the authorship of a subset of their tweets
to themselves by signing these with their initials
or a hashtag, following the example of Barack
Obama (Time, 2011). The rest of the tweets are
implicitly attributed to their staff.

Thus, we use the Twitter user description to
identify potential accounts where owners sign
their tweets. We collect in total 1,365 potential
user descriptions from Twitter that match a set of
keyphrases indicative of personal tweet signatures
(i.e., tweets by me signed, tweets signed, tweets are
signed, staff unless noted, tweets from staff unless
signed, tweets signed by, my tweets are signed).
We then manually check all descriptions and filter
out those not mentioning a signature, leaving us
with 628 accounts. We aim to perform our anal-
ysis on a set of users from the same domain to
limit variations caused by topic and we observe
that the most numerous category of users who
sign their messages are U.S. politicians, which
leaves us with 147 accounts. We download all the
tweets posted by these accounts that are accessible
through the Twitter API (a maximum of 3,200).
We remove the retweets made by an account, as
these are not attributed to either the account owner
or their staff. This results in a data set with a total
of 202,024 tweets.

We manually identified each user’s signature
from their profile description. To assign labels to
tweets, we automatically matched the signature to
each tweet using a regular expression. We remove
the signature from all predictive experiments and
feature analyses as this would make the classifi-
cation task trivial. In total, 9,715 tweets (4.8% of
the total) are signed by the account owners. While
our task is to predict if a tweet is attributed to
the owner or its staff, we assume this as a proxy
to authorship if account owners are truthful when
using the signature in their tweets. There is lit-
tle incentive for owners to be untruthful, with po-
tentially serious negative ramifications associated
with public deception.

We use DLATK, which handles social me-
dia content and markup such as emoticons or
hashtags (Schwartz et al., 2017). Further, we
anonymize all usernames present in the tweet and
URLs and replace them with placeholder tokens.
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4 Features

We use a broad set of linguistic features motivated
by past research on user trait prediction (Preoţiuc-
Pietro et al., 2015, 2017) in our attempt to predict
and interpret the difference between owner and
staff attributed tweets. These include:
LIWC. Traditional psychology studies use a
dictionary-based approach to representing text.
The most popular method is based on Linguis-
tic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker
et al., 2001) consisting of 73 manually constructed
lists of words (Pennebaker et al., 2015) including
some specific parts-of-speech, topical or stylistic
categories. Each message is thereby represented as
a frequency distribution over these categories.
Word2Vec Clusters. An alternative to LIWC is to
use automatically generated word clusters. These
clusters of words can be thought of as topics,
i.e., groups of words that are semantically and/or
syntactically similar. The clusters help reduce
the feature space and provide good interpretabil-
ity. We use the method by Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.
(2015) to compute topics using Word2Vec simi-
larity (Mikolov et al., 2013) and spectral cluster-
ing (Shi and Malik, 2000; von Luxburg, 2007) of
different sizes. We present results using 200 top-
ics as this gave the best predictive results. Each
message is thus represented as an unweighted dis-
tribution over clusters.
Sentiment & Emotions. We also investigate the
extent to which tweets posted by the account
owner express more or fewer emotions. The most
popular model of discrete emotions is the Ekman
model (Ekman, 1992; Strapparava and Mihalcea,
2008; Strapparava et al., 2004) which posits the
existence of six basic emotions: anger, disgust,
fear, joy, sadness and surprise. We automatically
quantify these emotions from our Twitter data set
using a publicly available crowd-sourcing derived
lexicon of words associated with any of the six
emotions, as well as general positive and negative
sentiment (Mohammad and Turney, 2010, 2013).
Using these models, we assign sentiment and emo-
tion probabilities to each message.
Unigrams. We use the bag-of-words representa-
tion to reduce each message to a normalised fre-
quency distribution over the vocabulary consist-
ing of all words used by at least 20% of the users
(2,099 words in total). We chose this smaller vo-
cabulary that is more representative of words used
by a larger set of users such that models would be

able to transfer better to unseen users.
Tweet Features. We compute additional tweet-
level features such as: the length in characters and
tokens (Length), the type of tweet encoding if this
is an @-reply or contains a URL (Tweet Type),
the time of the tweet represented as a one-hot vec-
tor over the hour of day and day of week (Post
Time) and the number of retweets and likes the
tweet received (Impact). Although the latter fea-
tures are not available in a real-time predictive sce-
nario, they are useful for analysis.

5 Prediction

Our hypothesis is that tweets attributed to the
owner of the account are different than those at-
tributed to staff, and that these patterns generalize
to held-out accounts not included in the training
data. Hence, we build predictive models and test
them in two setups. First, we split the users into
ten folds. Tweets used in training are all posted by
80% of the users, tweets from 10% of the users
are used for hyperparameter tuning and tweets
from the final 10% of the users are used in test-
ing (Users). In the second experimental setup, we
split all tweets into ten folds using the same split
sizes (Tweets). We report the average performance
across the ten folds. Due to class imbalance – only
4.8% of tweets are posted by the account owners
– results are measured in ROC AUC, which is a
more suitable metric in this setup.

In our predictive experiments, we used logistic
regression with Elastic Net regularization. As fea-
tures, we use all feature types described in the pre-
vious section separately as well as together using
a logistic regression model combining all feature
sets (Combined). The results using both experi-
mental setups – holding-out tweets or users – are
presented in Table 1.

Results show that we can predict owner tweets
with good performance and consistently better
than chance, even when we have no training data
for the users in the test set. The held-out user ex-
perimental setup is more challenging as reflected
by lower predictive numbers for most language
features, except for the LIWC features. One po-
tential explanation for the high performance of the
LIWC features in this setup is that these are low di-
mensional and are better at identifying general pat-
terns which transfer better to unseen users rather
than overfit the users from the training data.
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ROC AUC
Feature Set Users Tweets
Majority Class .500 .500
Tweet Features

Length .619 .664
Tweet Type .654 .660
Post Time .554 .585
Impact .573 .718

LIWC .720 .724
W2V Clusters .676 .744
Sentiment & Emotions .568 .567
Unigrams .649 .857
Combined .741 .872

Table 1: Predictive results with each feature type
for classifying tweets attributed to account owners or
staffers, measured using ROC AUC. Evaluation is per-
formed using 10-fold cross-validation by holding out
in each fold either: 10% of the tweets (Tweets) or all
tweets posted by 10% of the users (Users).

6 Analysis

In this section we investigate the linguistic and
tweet features distinctive of tweets attributed to
the account owner and to staff. A few accounts
are outliers in the frequency of their signed tweets,
with up to 80% owner attributed tweets compared
to only 4.8% on average. We perform our analysis
on a subset of the data, in order for our linguistic
analysis not to be driven by a few prolific users
or by any imbalance in the ratio of owner/staff
tweets across users. The data set is obtained as fol-
lows. Each account can contribute a minimum of
10, maximum of 100 owner attributed tweets. We
then sample staff attributed tweets from each ac-
count such that these are nine times the number of
tweets signed by the owner. Newer messages are
preferred when sampling. This leads to a data set
of 28,150 tweets with exactly a tenth of them at-
tributed to the account owners (2,815).

We perform analysis of all previously described
feature sets using Pearson correlations follow-
ing Schwartz et al. (2013a). We compute Pear-
son correlations independently for each feature be-
tween its distribution across messages (features
are first normalized to sum up to unit for each mes-
sage) and a variable encoding if the tweet was at-
tributed to the account owner or not. We correct
for multiple comparisons using Simes correction.

Top unigrams correlated with owner attributed
tweets are presented in Table 3, with the
other group textual features (LIWC categories,
Word2Vec topics and emotion features) in Table 2.
Tweet feature results are presented in Table 4.

LIWC Features
r Name Top Words
.111 FUNCTION to, the, for, in, of, and, a, is, on, out
.102 PRONOUN our, we, you, i, your, my, us, his
.101 AFFECT great, thank, support, thanks, proud, care
.098 SOCIAL our, we, you, your, who, us, his, help, they
.107 PREP to, for, in, of, on, at, with, from, about
.095 VERB is, are, be, have, will, has, thank, support

Word2Vec Clusters Features
r Top Words
.079 great, thank, support, thanks, proud, good, everyone
.049 led, speaker, charge, memory, universal, speakers
.047 happy, wishing, birthday, wish, miss, wishes, lucky
.042 their, families, protesc, children, communities, veterans
.042 an, honor, win, congratulations, congrats, supporting
.042 family, friends, old, mom, daughter, wife, father

Sentiment & Emotion Features
r Name Top Words
.090 Positive join, proud, working, good, happy
.038 Negative tax, fight, fighting, small, violence, gun

Table 2: Pearson correlations of group features (max-
imum six per type) with owner attributed tweets. No
features are significantly correlated with staff attributed
tweets. All correlations are significant at p < .01, two-
tailed t-test, Simes corrected.

Token r Token r

. .102 & .049
to .081 I .045
offer .071 ” .045
my .070 prayers .043
and .060 a .042
for .065 you .042
leadership .061 in .040
the .057 your .040
of .054 our .039
, .0511 thank .039
all .050 have .038

Table 3: Unigrams with the highest Pearson correla-
tions to owner tweets. No unigrams are significantly
correlated with staff attributed tweets. All correlations
are significant at p < .01, two-tailed t-test, Simes cor-
rected.

Feature µ Owner µ Staff
# Chars 105.4 102.4
# Tokens 23.2 21.4
Contains URL 45.7% 73.9%
@-reply 4.2% 9.5%
Sent on Weekends 23.5% 20.7%
# Retweets 29.4 38.0
# Likes 82.3 79.1

Table 4: Mean values of tweet features in owner and
staff attributed tweets. All differences between means
shown in this table are significant at p < .001, Mann-
Whitney U test, Simes corrected.
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Our analysis shows that owner tweets are asso-
ciated to a greater extent with language destined
to convey emotion or a state of being and to signal
a personal relationship with another political fig-
ure. Tweets of congratulations, condolences and
support are also specific of signed tweets. These
tweets tend to be retweeted less by others, but get
more likes than staff attributed tweets.

Tweets attributed to account owners are more
likely to be posted on weekends, are less likely
to be replies to others and contain less links to
websites or images. Remarkably, there are no tex-
tual features significantly correlated with staff at-
tributed tweets. An analysis showed that these are
more diverse and thus no significant patterns are
consistent in association with text features such as
unigrams, topic or LIWC categories.

7 Conclusions

This study introduced a novel application of NLP:
predicting if tweets from an account are attributed
to their owner or to staffers. Past research on pre-
dicting and studying Twitter account characteris-
tics such as type or personal traits (e.g., gender,
age) assumed that the same person is authoring
all posts from that account. Using a novel data
set, we showed that owner attributed tweets ex-
hibit distinct linguistic patterns to those attributed
to staffers. Even when tested on held-out user
accounts, our predictive model of owner tweets
reaches an average performance of .741 AUC. Fu-
ture work could study other types of accounts with
similar posting behaviors such as organizational
accounts, explore other sources for ground truth
tweet identity information (Robinson, 2016) or
study the effects of user traits such as gender or
political affiliation in tweeting signed content.
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